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of oligomerization regulation

Guimei Yu,1,4 Yunpeng Bai,1,4 Kunpeng Li,2,3 Ovini Amarasinghe,1 Wen Jiang,2 and Zhong-Yin Zhang1,5,*

SUMMARY

VCP/p97 is an evolutionarily conserved AAA+ ATPase important for cellular ho-
meostasis. Previous studies suggest that VCP predominantly exists as a homo-
hexamer. Here, we performed structural and biochemical characterization of
VCP dodecamer, an understudied state of VCP. The structure revealed an apo
nucleotide status that has rarely been captured, a tail-to-tail assembly of two
hexamers, and the up-elevated N-terminal domains akin to that seen in the
ATP-bound hexamer. Further analyses elucidated a nucleotide status-dependent
dodecamerization mechanism, where nucleotide dissociation from the D2 AAA
domains induces and promotes VCP dodecamerization. In contrast, nucleotide-
free D1 AAA domains are associated with the up-rotation of N-terminal domains,
which may prime D1 for ATP binding. These results therefore reveal new nucleo-
tide status-dictated intra- and interhexamer conformational changes and suggest
that modulation of D2 domain nucleotide occupancy may serve as a mechanism in
controlling VCP oligomeric states.

INTRODUCTION

Valosin-containing protein (VCP, also known as p97 in mammals and Cdc48 in yeast) is an evolutionarily

conserved type II AAA+ (ATPases Associated with diverse cellular Activities) ATPase, which plays an essen-

tial role in the maintenance of cellular homeostasis by orchestrating protein turnover through either the

ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) or the autophagy/lysosomal route (Meyer et al., 2012; van den Boom

and Meyer, 2018). By processing a wide spectrum of ubiquitinated substrates, it is implicated in a plethora

of cellular processes ranging from degradation of damaged proteins and organelles to chromatin remod-

eling, DNA damage repair, endosomal trafficking, and homotypic membrane fusion in the biogenesis of

organelles (Meyer et al., 2012). Mutations or changes in VCP expression or activity are linked to multiple

degenerative disorders (Tang and Xia, 2016; Meyer andWeihl, 2014) and cancer (Anderson et al., 2015; De-

shaies, 2014; Magnaghi et al., 2013), making VCP an important therapeutic target.

VCP contains an N-terminal domain (NTD), two tandem AAA+ ATPase domains (D1 and D2), and a C-ter-

minal extension (CTE) (X. Zhang et al., 2000; DeLaBarre and Brunger, 2003). The NTD consists of a double

j-barrel followed by a C-terminal four-stranded b-barrel, which is involved in binding VCP cofactors and

ubiquitinated substrates (Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2017). Both D1 and D2 ATPase domains possess

a RecA-like subdomain at the N terminus formed by a b sheet of five parallel b strands (b1–5) connected

with helices (a1–4) and loops, and an a-helix bundle at the C terminus composed of four or five a helices

(a5–8 or a5–9) for D1a and D2a subdomains, respectively. Unlike others in the NSF/Cdc48/Pex AAA+

ATPase family, members of the VCP/Cdc48 subgroup contain a unique CTE that provides the binding inter-

face for a subset of VCP cofactors (Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2017) but has been found disordered and

missing in most resolved structures (X. Zhang et al., 2000; DeLaBarre and Brunger, 2003; Davies et al., 2008;

Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016). Up till now, multiple structures of VCP in different

nucleotide-bound states have been determined; however, our understanding of the VCP apo state remains

inconclusive (Xia et al., 2016). Earlier studies revealed a barrel-shaped homohexamer structure of VCP,

which can undergo large intrahexameric conformational changes in response to nucleotide binding and

hydrolysis (Xia et al., 2016; Schuller et al., 2016). Although the NTDs favor a coplanar ‘‘down’’ position

with respect to the D1 domains in the ADP-bound state, they switch to an ‘‘up’’ position above the D1-

D2 barrel when D1 is bound with the ATP or its nonhydrolyzable analogs such as ATPgS and AMP-PNP
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(Banerjee et al., 2016; Schuller et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2010). In addition, the D2 domains undergo a rota-

tional twist with respect to D1 following ATP binding, which is further accompanied by a contraction of the

a9 helices and relocation of the CTEs toward the central channel (Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and

Schindelin, 2016). These conformational changes are functionally important as mutations or ligands per-

turbing the conformational switches compromise VCP functions (Magnaghi et al., 2013; Niwa et al.,

2012; Esaki and Ogura, 2010).

The VCP D1 and D2 AAA domains display marked differences in nucleotide binding and hydrolysis despite

their structural similarities. It was found that D1 binds nucleotides much tighter than D2 (Briggs et al., 2008;

Chou et al., 2014). Although both D1 and D2 are capable of hydrolyzing ATP, the D2 domain was identified

as the major contributor of ATPase activity (Song et al., 2003). On the other hand, ATP hydrolysis in D1 may

also be functionally important as mutations in D1 that impair ATP hydrolysis cause cell death (Esaki and

Ogura, 2010) and the D1-D2 interdomain communication affects VCP activity (Banerjee et al., 2016;

Chou et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2003). Recent studies demonstrated that the nucleotide binding and hydroly-

sis-mediated conformational changes in D2 provide the main driving force for the ‘‘hand-over-hand’’ sub-

strate threading and unfolding inside the axial channel of the VCP hexamer, which ultimately leads to

substrate degradation by the proteasome (N. O. Bodnar and Rapoport, 2017b; N. Bodnar and Rapoport,

2017a; Twomey et al., 2019; Cooney et al., 2019). This structural model largely explains the involvement of

VCP in UPS-mediated polyubiquitinated substrate degradation but not in other VCP-dependent processes

such as homotypic membrane fusion, endosomal trafficking, and autophagy (van den Boom and Meyer,

2018; Stach and Freemont, 2017). Intriguingly, it was also reported that chemical inhibition of VCP

ATPase activity could not impair all of the VCP functions (Anderson et al., 2015). These observations sug-

gest the existence of additional VCP conformational states in order to accommodate its functional diver-

sity. Unraveling these new structural forms is therefore essential for further understanding of VCP functions.

Although VCP has been predominantly characterized as a homohexamer, existence of additional oligo-

meric states has been implicated for VCP in response to cofactor binding, posttranslational modification

and cellular stress (Orme and Bogan, 2012; Cloutier et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016; Thoms, 2002; Her

et al., 2016). To this end, observations of a potential dodecamer state of VCP have been reported (Niwa

et al., 2012; Peters et al., 1992) and similar dodecamer particles were identified for VCP’s archaeal homolog

VAT (Pamnani et al., 1997). Nonetheless, the inherently low abundance and paucity of knowledge on the

dodecamer species have hampered further analyses, and the precise mechanism controlling VCP dodec-

amerization has remained unknown. In this study, we have determined two VCP dodecamer structures us-

ing single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) with samples directly purified frommammalian cells

or E. coli and elucidated the main structural features of this understudied VCP state, including the apo

nucleotide status, the ‘‘up’’-rotated NTDs, and the a9 helix and CTE-mediated dodecamer assembly.

We further uncovered that VCP dodecamer formation is promoted by the apo status of D2. These results

bring to light a new regulatory mechanism for VCP oligomerization and expand our understanding on the

conformational changes of VCP imparted by its nucleotide status.

RESULTS

Cryo-electron microscopy structural determination of VCP dodecamer

Previous structural and biochemical studies were predominantly carried out with recombinant VCP pro-

duced in E. coli. To capture additional states of VCP, we analyzed N-terminal FLAG-tagged VCP expressed

in H1299 cells and observed a notable fraction of stable VCP dodecamers in addition to hexamers. As re-

vealed by the blue native PAGE, recombinant VCP purified from H1299 cells yielded two major bands

including one corresponding to the hexamer and the other a potentially higher oligomeric state (Figures

S1A–S1C). Similar observations were also made for VCP transiently or stably expressed with either FLAG or

mCherry tags in the U2OS cells (Figures S1D–S1F). Consistent with results obtained with the N-terminal

tagged VCP, endogenous VCP was also found in both hexamer and a higher oligomeric state (Figure S1G),

which rules out any potential artifacts due to N-terminal tagging. Further analysis with cryo-EM single

particle 2D classification (Figures S1H and S1I) revealed 2D class averages of the VCP dodecamers akin

to previous observations (Peters et al., 1992; Pamnani et al., 1997), indicating the presence of two oligomer

populations, namely, hexamer and dodecamer, in VCP samples isolated from mammalian cells. To better

understand the dodecamer state of VCP, we set out to determine the structure of the dodecamer and to

elucidate its structural features and mechanism regulating VCP dodecamerization. A cryo-EM dataset of

recombinant VCP purified from H1299 cells was therefore collected and processed (Table 1, Figure S2),
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from which a dodecamer structure of VCP with an overall resolution of 3.9 Å was resolved. The VCP dodeca-

mer is composed of two hexamers assembled in a tail-to-tail mode, where the D2 domains and CTE tails

provide the bulk of the hexamer-hexamer stacking interfaces (Figures 1A and 1B and Video S1).

Based on the density map, an atomicmodel was built for the VCP dodecamer (Figures 1C and 1D). Residues

1–21 and 586–598 were removed from the model due to weak electron densities (Figures S3A and S3B).

Comparison of the VCP dodecamer structure with those of the nucleotide-bound hexamers (Banerjee

et al., 2016) revealed that the NTDs in the dodecamer are situated in an upward elevated position, similar

to those in the hexamer when D1 is occupied by ATPgS. (Figures S3C, S3D, and S4). Consistently, the N-D1

linker in the dodecamer was also found in a similar conformation as that in the D1 ATPgS-bound VCP hex-

amer (Figure S3E). Structures of D1 andD2 AAA domains in the dodecamer resemble those observed in the

hexamers (X. Zhang et al., 2000; DeLaBarre and Brunger, 2003; Davies et al., 2008; Banerjee et al., 2016;

Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016). Differing from most previously reported VCP structures that usually

Table 1. Cryo-EM data collection, processing, and modeling

Data collection and processing

Sample FLAG-VCP (H1299 cells) His-VCP (E. coli BL21(DE3)),

apyrase treated

Microscope FEI TITAN KROIS FEI TITAN KROIS

Imaging mode Microprobe Microprobe (EF)

Magnification 22,500 105,000

Voltage (kV) 300 300

Total dose (e/Å2) 46 40

Pixel size (Å/pixel) 0.65 (super) 0.69 (super)

Frame rate (frames/second) 5 5

No. of movies 618 807

3D classes dodecamer hexamer dodecamer

No. of particles 27,516 22,172 38,312

Symmetry imposed D6 C6 D6

Map resolution (Å) 3.9 4.2 3.7

Map resolution range (Å) 3.5–12 3.5–11 3.5–11

FSC threshold 0.143 0.143

Refinement

Initial model used PDB: 5FTN, 5FTK

Map sharpening B factor (Å2) �143 �158 �139

Model composition

Protein (residues) 8,892 4,446 8,892

Nucleotide 0 0 0

RMSD from ideal geometry

Bonds length (Å) 0.008 0.006 0.007

Bonds angle (�) 1.058 1.068 1.014

Validation

Molprobity score 1.85 2.00 1.73

Clash score 7.13 6.36 6.07

Rotamers outliers (%) 1.10 2.19 0.94

Ramachandran plot statistics

Favored (%) 93.49 94.17 94.14

Allowed (%) 6.51 5.83 5.86

Disallowed (%) 0 0 0
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miss residues after Q763, the CTEs within the dodecamer were largely stabilized and residues were traced

up to S775 (Figures 1E and S3A). Binding of ATPgS to the D2 domains of VCP hexamer was also found

capable of stabilizing the CTEs (up to F768) but in a conformation distinct from that observed in VCP do-

decamer (Figures S3D and S3F). Furthermore, the C-terminal distal a9 helices of D2 and the following CTEs

bridge interactions between the two hexamers for dodecamerization (Figures 1D and 1E and Video S2).

The VCP dodecamer is resolved in the apo state

VCP undergoes substantial conformational changes across all domains during nucleotide binding and ATP

hydrolysis (Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016; Schuller et al., 2016). To better

understand the structural features and mechanism of VCP dodecamerization, we therefore examined

the potential nucleotide-binding status of the VCP dodecamer. Both D1 and D2 AAA modules contain

nucleotide-binding pockets featured with Walker A (Gx(4)GK[TS]) and Walker B (hhhhDE) motifs as well

as multiple conserved residues (Figure 2A). Inspection of the nucleotide-binding pockets of the resolved

VCP dodecamer density and atomic model revealed no extra densities for potential bound nucleotides

in either D1 or D2 AAA modules (Figures 2B and 2C). This is in striking contrast to previous observations

with recombinant VCP purified from E. coli, which has been consistently found prebound with ADP

(Tang and Xia, 2016; Banerjee et al., 2016; Briggs et al., 2008). To further confirm the nucleotide status

of the VCP dodecamer structure, we also lowpass filtered a previously published cryo-EM density map

Figure 1. The 3.9-Å cryo-EM structure of VCP dodecamer purified from mammalian cells

(A) Top view of VCP dodecamer along the central channel.

(B) Side view of VCP dodecamer.

(C) The domain organization and key structural elements of VCP. Each VCP monomer comprises a regulatory N-terminal

domain (NTD, residues 1-187), two AAA+ ATPase domains (D1: residues 209–462 and D2: residues 481–762) and a

C-terminal extension (CTE, residues 763–806). Both D1 and D2 domains contain Walker A and Walker B motifs. Residues

586–598 in D2 were disordered.

(D) Atomic model of VCP dodecamer of 12 chains (chain A-L) with NTD domains colored in cyan, D1 in pink, D2 in purple,

and CTEs in yellow.

(E) CTE in VCP dodecamer.

See also Figures S1 and S2, Videos S1 and S2.
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of ADP-bound VCP hexamer to similar resolution for comparison. Corresponding densities arising from the

bound ADP in the nucleotide-bound hexameric VCP were missing in the density map of VCP dodecamer,

while the rest of the density features matched well between the hexamer and dodecamer structures (Fig-

ures 2D and 2E). Collectively, these observations demonstrated that the resolved VCP dodecamer was

captured in an apo nucleotide state, a status that is much less understood in comparison with other nucle-

otide-bound states due to the dominant presence of prebound ADP in most VCP preparations (X. Zhang

et al., 2000; DeLaBarre and Brunger, 2003; Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016).

Comparison of subunits in the apo dodecamer structure with those of different nucleotide-bound hexam-

ers can identify potential conformation changes in VCP following ADP dissociation and ATP binding. Sub-

units of the apo dodecamer differs significantly from those of the ADP (D1)-bound hexamer in both the

NTD and D1a domains (Figure S3C), suggesting that ADP dissociation from D1 can initiate profound

conformational changes in D1 and NTD. In contrast, no obvious changes occur following ATPgS binding

to the apo D1 (Figure S3D). These observations therefore suggest that dissociation of ADP from D1 and

transition to the apo status could prime VCP for ATP binding to D1. On the other hand, only subtle rotations

were observed in D2 between the ADP-bound and the apo VCP, suggesting that the observed larger-scale

D2 rotations, a9 helices contraction, and relocation of CTEs toward the central channel in the ATPgS (D2)-

bound VCP (Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016) (Figures S3D and S3F) occur simulta-

neously upon ATPgS binding. The analysis reveals potentially different prerequisites for ATP binding in D1

and D2 domains, respectively, which may be linked to their distinct properties in nucleotide binding and

hydrolysis (Briggs et al., 2008; Chou et al., 2014; Song et al., 2003).

Nucleotide depletion triggers VCP dodecamerization

We next sought to elucidate the mechanism regulating VCP dodecamerization. Given the observed apo nucle-

otide status and structural changes in VCP dodecamer relative to the nucleotide-bound hexamers (Figures 2

and S3), we hypothesized that loss of nucleotide from the hexamer may trigger VCP dodecamerization. To

test this hypothesis, we sought to reconstitute the apo state from recombinant VCP purified from E. coli, which

is prebound with ADP and has been used for most previous structural studies (X. Zhang et al., 2000; DeLaBarre

and Brunger, 2003; Davies et al., 2008; Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016; Schuller et al.,

2016). To generate the apo state, the bacterially expressed recombinant VCP was treated with apyrase (Smith

et al., 2002), which converts ADP to AMP and has been used previously to produce apo VCP (Davies et al., 2005;

Tang and Xia, 2013). In support of our hypothesis, treatment of recombinant VCP by apyrase generated the

Figure 2. VCP dodecamer was in apo nucleotide status

(A) A single subunit of VCP dodecamer showing nucleotide-binding pockets of D1 and D2. Domains are colored as in

Figure 1.

(B) The D1 nucleotide-binding cavity of VCP dodecamer.

(C) The D2 nucleotide-binding cavity of VCP dodecamer. The Walker A and B motifs and key resides in D1 and D2

nucleotide binding cavity are labeled. The dashed ovals indicate potential locations of bound nucleotides.

(D) The D1 nucleotide-binding cavity of ADP-bound VCP hexamer (EMD: 3296, PDB: 5FTK).

(E) The D2 nucleotide-binding cavity of ADP-bound VCP hexamer (EMD: 3296, PDB: 5FTK).

See also Figures S3 and S4.
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dodecamer band in blue native PAGE (Figure 3A), similar to that observed for the mammalian samples (Figures

S1C–S1G). Negative staining TEM imaging analysis also confirmed the appearance of dodecamerparticles from

the recombinant VCP sample after apyrase treatment (Figures 3B and 3C). Time course analysis of apyrase treat-

ment revealed an inverse correlation between the level of VCP-bound ADP and the dodecamer/hexamer ratio

(Figures S5A and S5B). These results indicate that ADP depletion promotes VCP dodecamer formation. As ex-

pected, re-introducing ADP or ATPgS to the apyrase-treated VCP sample converted the dodecamers back to

hexamers (Figures S5C–S5F). To ascertain whether the samedodecamer structure resolved for VCP samples pu-

rified from mammalian cells is also formed by apyrase-treated recombinant VCP isolated from E. coli, a single

particle cryo-EM study was performed (Table 1 and Figure S6). A 3.7-Å structure of bacterial recombinant VCP

dodecamer was determined, which was resolved in the apo state as expected (Figure 3D) and found essentially

identical to the VCP structure solved from mammalian samples (Figure 3E). Akin to the observations with do-

decamers purified from the mammalian cells, this resolved dodecamer structure of apyrase-treated recombi-

nant VCP isolated from E. coli also contained flexible, up-elevated NTDs, as demonstrated by both the D6

and C1 reconstructions (Figures 3D, 3E and S7). In addition, a 4.2-Å apo hexamer structure with similar subunit

structural features as the dodecamer was also obtained from the recombinant VCP sample isolated from E. coli

(Figure S6A). Taken together, these results demonstrated the linkage of apo nucleotide status of VCP and do-

decamerization and confirmed that recombinant VCP isolated from E. coli could form the same dodecamer

structure once VCP is in the apo status.

Figure 3. Apyrase treatment of recombinant VCP purified from E. coli triggered VCP dodecamerization

(A) BN-PAGE of bacterial recombinant His-VCP before and after apyrase treatment to remove prebound ADP. Single and

double asterisks mark the band positions of hexamer and dodecamer, respectively.

(B) Negative staining TEM of His-VCP.

(C) Negative staining TEM of His-VCP post apyrase treatment. Zoom-in views of multiple regions show particles

resembling dodecamers observed in mammalian samples.

(D) The 3.7-Å cryo-EM structure of apo His-VCP dodecamer obtained by apyrase treatment. The blue lines in D1 and D2

nucleotide-binding cavity composed of Walker A and Walker B motifs mark positions for densities of bound nucleotides

that are missing in VCP dodecamer. For clarity, only five chains of the atomic model are displayed.

(E) Structural comparison of the apyrase treatment induced His-VCP dodecamer (colored in cyan) and the VCP

dodecamer from mammalian cells as shown in Figure 1 (colored in red).

See also Figures S5, S6, and S7.
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Loss of nucleotide binding to D2 AAA module promotes VCP dodecamerization

To further define the mechanism regulating VCP dodecamerization, we generated VCP mutants with

impaired ADP binding in either D1 or D2, respectively, and accessed changes in their oligomer states.

Key residues forming essential contacts with ADP including K251 and T252 in D1 and K524, T525, and

L526 in D2 were mutated (Briggs et al., 2008) (Figures 4A and 4B). Mutations of Thr525 to Val and

Leu526 to Ala broke a key hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interaction with ADP, respectively, and caused

a substantial enrichment of the dodecamer population for these D2 mutants (Figure 4C). In contrast, no

significant increase in dodecamers was observed for the D1 mutants K251A and T252A (Figure 4C). More-

over, dodecamers of the VCP ADP binding deficient mutants can be converted back to hexamers after

addition of excess amounts of ADP (Figure 4D). These observations are consistent with the importance

of VCP nucleotide occupancy in controlling the hexamer-dodecamer equilibrium (Figures S5C–S5F) and

indicate that apo D2 likely plays a major role in promoting VCP dodecamerization. In further support of

Figure 4. Apo D2 promotes VCP dodecamerization

(A) Structure of ADP-bound hexamer (PDB: 5FTK) and contacts of ADP binding in D1.

(B) Contacts of ADP binding in D2 of ADP-bound hexamer (PDB: 5FTK). Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.

(C) BN-PAGE of bacterial recombinant wild-type (WT) and mutant VCPs with mutations in D1 or D2 defective in ADP

binding.

(D) BN-PAGE of WT and mutant VCP in the presence of 5 mM ADP.

(E) BN-PAGE of WT and A530T mutant bacterial recombinant VCP with/without apyrase treatment. Single and double

asterisks mark the band positions of hexamer and dodecamer, respectively.

(F) Negative staining TEM of bacterial recombinant A530T. Red arrowheads point to dodecamer particles.

(G) A model for nucleotide status governed conformational and oligomeric changes of VCP. The nucleotide status of D1

primarily controls the conformation of NTD, whereas that of D2 regulates the oligomeric states. Dissociation of ADP from

D1 releases the ‘‘down’’ conformation of NTD and switches to the more flexible ‘‘up’’ conformation that is stabilized by

ATP binding. On the other hand, evacuation of the D2 nucleotide-binding pockets catalyze dimerization of the hexamers

to form dodecamers.

See also Figures S8 and S9.
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the important role of apo D2 in triggering VCP dodecamerization, we showed that a recently reported

A530Tmutant with markedly reduced nucleotide binding in D2 (Her et al., 2016) also exhibited an increased

propensity of dodecamer formation in comparison with the wild-type VCP (Figures 4E and 4F), which could

be further enhanced by ADP depletion with apyrase. In addition, during the preparation of this article, a

dodecamer structure was reported for VCP immobilized with an inhibitor-decorated cryo-EM support

(Hoq et al., 2021), which as revealed by the comparison in Figure S8 also contains apo D2. This again val-

idates our conclusion.

Unlike T525V and L526A, the K524Amutation, which also significantly attenuated ADP binding in D2 (Briggs

et al., 2008; Chou et al., 2014), failed to trigger VCP dodecamerization even after the apyrase treatment

(Figures 4C and S9D). This suggests that K524 may serve as an essential residue mediating VCP dodeca-

merization. As revealed by structural comparisons between the apo dodecamer and ADP-bound hexamer,

dissociation of ADP fromD2 leads to subtle rotations of the D1-D2 linker, the a1-2 helices, D2a and the loop

connecting RecA andD2a subdomains, as well as alterations in the conformation and contacts of K524 (Fig-

ures S3C and S9A). Shifting from interaction with the b phosphate in the bound ADP, K524 establishes new

contacts with G518, P519 in the Walker A loop, and T623 of the loop harboring residues 623–628 in the apo

dodecamer structures, which further bridge stronger contacts with the a9 helix via key residues such as

Y755 and F758 (Figures S8A and S8B). This interaction network mediated by primary hubs of K524 and

Y755 in apo D2 induces slight contraction of the a9 helices toward the central channel and tunes CTEs

to favorable conformations for dodecamerization (Figures S3F and S9C). Particularly, a stronger hydrogen

bond forms in the apo structure between the hydroxyl group of Y755 in a9 helix and the carbonyl oxygen of

N624 in the 623-628aa loop (Figure S9B), which was demonstrated to be essential for VCP dodecameriza-

tion (Figure S9D). In addition, manipulation of other interface residues in the a9 helix and the CTE also sub-

stantially affected dodecamer formation (Figure S9D), supporting the importance of the a9 helix and CTE in

mediating VCP dodecamerization. Collectively, our results suggest that apo D2, with K524 establishing a

new network of contacts to modulate conformations of a9 helices and CTEs, promotes VCP hexamer to

dodecamer oligomerization.

DISCUSSION

Previous structural studies revealed that VCP undergoes profound conformational changes within the hex-

amer assembly during nucleotide binding and hydrolysis (Xia et al., 2016; Schuller et al., 2016). In this study,

we have elucidated a new VCP oligomeric state regulated by its nucleotide status. Using VCP purified from

mammalian cells and the single particle cryo-EM approach, we have structurally characterized an under-

studied VCP dodecamer state, which was resolved in the apo nucleotide status with both D1 and D2

AAA domains empty. We further determined the contributions of nucleotide-free D1 and D2 to VCP do-

decamerization and found that D2 apo status is essential for VCP dodecamer formation. These findings

further extend our current understanding on nucleotide-driven conformational changes of VCP (Figure 4G);

the nucleotide status of D1 primarily controls the conformation of NTDs, whereas that of D2 affects the

conformation of the a9 helices and CTEs and thereby the oligomeric state of VCP. The dodecamer state

is likely unique to the VCP/Cdc48 subgroup of the NSF/Cdc48/Pex AAA+ ATPase family given that the

CTE, which provides essential dodecamerization interface, is missing for other subgroups.

One prominent feature of existing VCP structures determined from recombinant VCP/Cdc48 produced in

E. coli is the presence of prebound ADP. It is generally believed that almost all D1 domains of purified VCP

are loaded with ADP even in the absence of ADP during the course of sample purification (DeLaBarre and

Brunger, 2003; Briggs et al., 2008; Tang and Xia, 2013). Recent advance in structural characterization of VCP

using single particle cryo-EM further suggests that most D2 domains are also bound with ADP post puri-

fication from E. coli (Banerjee et al., 2016). Our observation that VCP dodecamer formation requires D2

in the apo state provides an explanation why the dodecamer state has rarely been captured before. Of in-

terest, when expressed and purified from mammalian cells, a notable fraction of VCP dodecamer species

was observed (Figure S1), which furnished us the sample for structural determination of a naturally formed

VCP dodecamer for the first time. Although the cellular regulatory mechanism(s) of VCP oligomerization

remain to be fully established, we speculate that unknown factors such as post-translational modifications

or ligands that can reduce or inhibit VCP nucleotide binding may stabilize the dodecamer state of VCP. A

recent study reported a similar dodecamer structure of VCP determined using an inhibitor ligand-deco-

rated affinity gird technique of cryo-EM (Hoq et al., 2021). In agreement with our conclusion that apo D2

induces VCP dodecamerization, all of the D2 domains in this dodecamer structure were also found to be
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free of nucleotide (Figure S8). However, how exactly this inhibitor perturbs VCP conformation, nucleotide

binding, and thereby oligomer state was not fully understood as the inhibitor molecule was not resolved in

the structure (Hoq et al., 2021).

As mentioned above, VCP has been primarily resolved in various nucleotide-bound states (X. Zhang et al.,

2000; DeLaBarre and Brunger, 2003; Davies et al., 2008; Banerjee et al., 2016; Hänzelmann and Schindelin,

2016), whereas the apo states have remained less well defined. An early structural study of murine VCP with

X-ray crystallography reported a hexamer structure with apo D2 (Huyton et al., 2003); however, its D2 do-

mains are highly disordered andmiss�100 residues in the C terminus. Later, Hanzelmann et al. determined

the structure of an engineered a9-D4 variant of VCP carrying four mutations in the a9 helix (N750D/R753D/

M757D/Q760D), which somehow lost the prebound ADP during crystallization and was resolved as a hex-

amer with apo D1 and D2 (Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016). Contrary to our observation that dissociation

of ADP from D1 initiates the up-relocation of NTD domains, the apo a9-D4 VCP variant was determined in

the ‘‘down’’ conformation. This discrepancy might be due to artifact of crystal packing since two additional

VCP structures with ATPgS bound to D1 from the same study were also resolved with NTDs in the ‘‘down’’

conformation (Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016), differing from the ‘‘up’’ conformation of NTDs revealed

by a single particle cryo-EM study (Banerjee et al., 2016). Furthermore, structural comparison of the apo a9-

D4 and the dodecamer structures reveals a CTE conformation, which is incompatible with the dodecamer

assembly, suggesting that these mutations in the a9 helix alter the CTE assembly and inhibit apo VCP do-

decamerization. Indeed, we demonstrated that the a9-D4 mutations such as N750D and R753D block VCP

dodecamer formation (Figure S8D). This finding explains why hexamer instead of dodecamer assembly was

observed for the apo a9-D4 VCP (Hänzelmann and Schindelin, 2016). More recently, Tang and colleagues

reported a crystal structure of an NTD-truncated VCP in complex with the CB-5083 inhibitor, which showed

the same dodecamer assembly with apo D1 and D2 (Tang et al., 2019). Although no insight was provided

for the formation of an apo nucleotide dodecamer state (Tang et al., 2019), it is possible that truncation of

the N-terminal domain may reduce ADP binding, leading to dodecamer formation. Another possibility is

that binding of CB-5083 may displace ADP in D2 to induce the apo D2 nucleotide status and thereby

transition to the dodecamer state. Unlike earlier studies with engineered VCP variants and inconclusive

structural characterization of the apo state, here we report apo structures of wild-type VCP and define

key structural features for the D1-related relaxation and up-rotation of NTD domains and the D2-controlled

oligomer state change. Structural comparison of subunits among the ADP-bound, apo and ATPgS-bound

VCP suggests that dissociation of ADP from D1 may prime its ATP binding by initiating conformational

changes in D1 and NTD favorable for ATP binding, whereas that in D2 is not required for ATP loading.

This, together with the slow off rate for ADP dissociation from VCP (Briggs et al., 2008), may explain the

faster ATP turnover and much higher ATPase activity in D2 relative to D1 (Song et al., 2003).

Increasing lines of evidence suggest a sequential ATP hydrolysis model for the D2 domains of VCP hex-

amer, where ATP hydrolysis in one protomer primes its anticlockwise neighbor for subsequent hydrolysis

(Briggs et al., 2008; Twomey et al., 2019; Cooney et al., 2019). However, VCP dodecamer assembly requires

most, if not all, D2 domains to be empty in order to avoid steric clashes in a9 helix and C-terminal extension

(Figure S8C). Therefore, the dodecamer state is unlikely to be involved in the regular ATP hydrolysis cycle of

VCP. Remarkably, ATP hydrolysis-driven protein unfolding and directional threading through the central

tunnel have been proposed as the core underlying molecular mechanism responsible for most VCP-related

functions (van den Boom and Meyer, 2018; N. Bodnar and Rapoport, 2017a; Barthelme and Sauer, 2016).

Given that VCP dodecamer is assembled by two apo VCP hexamers in a tail-to-tail fashion, it is unlikely

that the dodecamer state participates in the UPS-mediated polyubiquitinated substrate degradation.

What thenmight be the cellular function for the dodecamer state of VCP, if any? In contrast to the complete

substrate threading model proposed for VCP to direct ubiquitinated proteins to the proteasome (van den

Boom andMeyer, 2018; N. Bodnar and Rapoport, 2017a; Twomey et al., 2019; Cooney et al., 2019), a partial

threadingmodel has also been proposed for some substrates, particularly those destined to be recycled or

reused in processes such as membrane fusion (van den Boom and Meyer, 2018; Stach and Freemont, 2017;

Huang et al., 2016). The unique structural properties of the dodecamer state suggest that dodecameriza-

tion of VCP could fulfill a control mechanism to block complete substrate threading and promote partial

segregation of proteins in cellular processes such as membrane fusion. In this context, it is noteworthy

that ‘‘holding’’ or partial threading of substrates by VCP seem independent of its ATPase activity (Twomey

et al., 2019; Thoms, 2002; Stach and Freemont, 2017). In line with a potential functional role for the dodeca-

mer VCP, cellular expression of the D2Walker A mutants, which are predicted to compromise both ATPase
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activity and dodecamer formation, was reported to cause more severe functional defects than the D2

Walker B mutants, which impair only the ATPase activity but not dodecamerization (Figure S9D), even

under conditions where more ATPase activity was preserved for the former (Esaki and Ogura, 2010; Hira-

bayashi et al., 2001; Kobayashi et al., 2002). Alternatively, similar to the proposed formation of dimeric ‘‘hi-

bernating’’ 100S ribosome complexes in suppressing protein synthesis (Trösch and Willmund, 2019), VCP

dodecamerization could also serve as a regulatory ‘‘hibernation’’ mechanism to preserve ATP consumption

by VCP given its high cellular abundance (Mori-Konya et al., 2009; Stach and Freemont, 2017). Of interest,

during the revision of this article, a new study reported that a disease-causing R155H mutation of VCP trig-

gered the formation of a significant dodecamer population (�40%), although its functional relevance and

link to pathogenesis remain unknown (Nandi et al., 2021). Altogether, future studies will be required to

further define the potential involvement of VCP dodecamer in mediating VCP’s diverse biological

functions.

Limitations of the study

VCP has been best known as a homohexamer. However, a dodecamer state has also been observed. In this

study, we have elucidated themechanism controlling the transition of VCP from the hexamer to dodecamer

state using single particle cryo-EM and biochemical assays. Since this work has been primarily carried out

in vitrowith purified VCP protein frommammalian cells or E. coli, further studies will be required to demon-

strate the existence of VCP dodecamer inside the cell, identify the cellular regulatory mechanism(s) control-

ling VCP oligomerization, and establish the biological significance of the VCP dodecamer state. Given that

the apo VCP dodecamer is incompatible with the proposed role for VCP in proteasome-mediated polyu-

biquitinated protein degradation, the work presented here provides a structural framework for studying

other VCP-mediated processes.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse monoclonal anti-Flag Sigma Aldrich Cat # F1804; RRID: AB262044

Mouse polyclonal anti-VCP Thermo Fisher Cat # PA5-22257; RRID: AB11157831

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

3X Flag peptides Sigma Aldrich F4799

Anti-Flag M2 affinity gel Sigma Aldrich Cat # A2220; RRID: AB10063035

cOmplete� Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Roche 05 056 489 001

Ni-NTA agarose Qiagen 30230

Adenosine 50-diphosphate sodium salt Sigma Aldrich A2754

Adenosine 50-[g-thio] triphosphate tetralithium salt Sigma Aldrich A1388

Adenosine 50-triphosphate (ATP) disodium salt hydrate Sigma Aldrich FLAAS-10VL

Apyrase NEB Cat # M0398S

DMEM with glucose Corning Cellgro 10-013-CV

Penicillin-Stremptomycin Solution (100x) Corning MT30002CI

Fetal Bovine Serum Gibco 26400044

Bovine Calf Serum Thermo Fisher 16777-204

NativePAGE� 3 to 12% Thermo Fisher BN1003BOX

PVDF membrane BioRad E2311

Superose 6 Increase 10/300 GL GE Healthcare GE29-0915-96

Critical commercial assays

ADP/ATP Ratio Assay Kit Sigma Aldrich MAK135-1KT

QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit Agilent 200521

Experimental models: Cell lines

NCI-H1299 ATCC Cat # CRL-5803

U2OS ATCC Cat# CRL-HTB-96

Bacterial and virus strains

Escherichia Coli BL21(DE3) Thermo Fisher EC0114

Oligonucleotides

VCP (K251A): Forward: CCTCCTGGAAC

AGGAGCGACCCTGATTGCTCG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (K251A): Reverse: CGAGCAATCAGGG

TCGCTCCTGTTCCAGGAGG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (T252A): Forward: GAACAGGAAAG

GCCCTGATTGCTCG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (T252A): Reverse: CGAGCAATCAGG

GCCTTTCCTGTTC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (K524A): Forward: CCTGGCTGTGGG

GCAACTTTGTTGGCC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (K524A): Reverse: GGCCAACAA

AGTTGCCCCACAGCCAGG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (T525V): Forward: GGCTGTGGG

AAAGTGTTGTTGGCCAAAGCC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

VCP (T525V): Reverse: GGCTTTGG

CCAACAACACTTTCCCACAGCC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (L526A): Forward: GTGGGAAA

ACTGCGTTGGCCAAAGCC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (L526A): Reverse: GGCTTTGG

CCAACGCAGTTTTCCCAC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (A530T): Forward: GTTGGCCA

AAACCATTGCTAATGAATGCCAGG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (A530T): Reverse: CCTGGCATT

CATTAGCAATGGTTTTGGCCAAC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (Y755A): Forward: CAATGACATTC

GGAAGGCTGAGATGTTTGCCCAGACC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (Y755A): Reverse: GGTCTGGGCAA

ACATCTCAGCCTTCCGAATGTCATTG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (Y755F): Forward: CAATGACATTCG

GAAGTTTGAGATGTTTGCCCAGACC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (Y755F): Reverse: GGTCTGGGCA

AACATCTCAAACTTCCGAATGTCATTG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (N750D): Forward: CCGTTCTGTCA

GTGACGATGACATTCGGAAG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (N750D): Reverse: CTTCCGAATGT

CATCGTCACTGACAGAACGG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (R753D): Forward: CTGTCAGTGACAATGA

CATTGACAAGTATGAGATGTTTGC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (R753D): Reverse: GCAAACATCTCATAC

TTGTCAATGTCATTGTCACTGACAG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (1-775): Forward:

GATTCCCTTCATAGAACCAGGGTG

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

VCP (1-775): Reverse:

CACCCTGGTTCTATGAAGGGAATC

Integrated DNA Technologies N/A

Recombinant DNA

pCMV-VCP This paper N/A

pmCherry-C1-VCP This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (1-775) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (1-761) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (K251A) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (T252A) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (K524A) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (T525V) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (L526A) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (A530T) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (E305Q) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (E578Q) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (Y755F) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (Y755A) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (N750D) This paper N/A

PET28a-VCP (R753D) This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Zhong-Yin Zhang (zhang-zy@purdue.edu).

Materials availability

All unique reagents generated in this study will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

Data and code availability

d Data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d All the cryo-EM density maps and corresponding atomic models generated in this work have been

deposited to the EMDB database (EMD: 22675, 22676, 22678) and PDB database (PDB: 7K56, 7K57,

7K59).

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

METHOD DETAILS

Cloning and mutagenesis

The full-length sequence of human VCP (1-806 aa) was amplified by PCR with gene-specific primers and

then cloned into pCMV or pmCherry-C1 vectors (Addgene) to generate constructs with an N-terminal

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

MotionCor2 Zheng et al. (2017) https://emcore.ucsf.edu/ucsf-software

Gctf Zhang (2016) https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/research/locally-

developed-software/zhang-software/#gctf

Gautomatch Zhang lab http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/kzhang/

cryoSPARC v2 Punjani et al. (2017) https://cryosparc.com/

Coot Emsley et al. (2010) https://www2.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

personal/pemsley/coot/

Phenix Afonine et al. (2018) https://phenix-online.org/documentation/

reference/real_space_refine.html

UCSF Chimera Pettersen et al. (2004) https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/

Deposited data

Flag-VCP (H1299 cells), dodecamer state, cryo-EM map This paper EMD: 22675

Flag-VCP (H1299 cells), dodecamer state, coordinates This paper PDB: 7K56

His-VCP (E. coli BL21(DE3)), apyrase

treated, dodecamer state, cryo-EM map

This paper EMD: 22676

His-VCP (E. coli BL21(DE3)), apyrase

treated, dodecamer state, coordinates

This paper PDB: 7K57

His-VCP (E. coli BL21(DE3)), apyrase

treated, hexamer state, cryo-EM map

This paper EMD: 22678

His-VCP (E. coli BL21(DE3)), apyrase

treated, hexamer state, coordinates

This paper PDB: 7K59

Others

TED PELLA Lacey Carbon, 300 mesh TED PELLA, INC. 01895-F

Graphene oxide Sigma Aldrich 763705-25ML
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Flag or mCherry tag for mammalian expression or cloned into pET28a (Novagen) for a construct in frame

with a N-terminal hexa-his tag to express in E. coli. Mutations or C-terminal truncations were all generated

by PCR site-directed QuickChange mutagenesis.

Cell lines and cell culture

H1299 cells and U2OS cells were used in the study. U2OS cell stably expressing Flag-VCP (U2OS/Flag-VCP)

was obtained by co-transfection of pCMV-VCP and PIRES Puro3 (Addgene) plasmids, and selected against

puromycin. The mCherry-VCP U2OS stable line (U2OS/mCherry-VCP) was generated by selection under

neomycin. All the cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum under a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. For transfection, cells were seeded at

70% confluency in antibiotic-free medium and grown overnight, and then transfected with selected plas-

mids using polyethylenimine (PEI).

Purification of Flag-VCP from mammalian cells

The pCMV-VCP plasmids were transfected to H1299 cells using PEI and cells were collected after 24-48

hours transient overexpression. U2OS cells stably expressing Flag- or mCheery-VCP were directly cultured

and harvested for affinity or gel filtration purification. Cells were lysed with buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4,

150 mMNaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100, and 10% glycerol), supplemented with Complete protease inhibitor cock-

tail tablet (Roche Applied Science). Anti-Flag Affinity Gel (Bimake) was used for affinity purification. After

being extensively washed, Flag-VCP was eluted with buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 150 mM

NaCl,100 mg/ml 3x FLAG peptide (Sigma Aldrich)). The dodecamer species were enriched by collecting

earlier elution fractions in gel filtration as shown in Figure S1E. Samples were concentrated and buffer-

exchanged to buffer C (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine

(TCEP)) or buffer D (20 mM Hepes pH7.4, 150 mM NaCl and 1 mM TCEP) using centrifuge filters (Millipore)

for SDS-PAGE, blue native PAGE (BN-PAGE, Thermo Fisher) and cryo-EM analyses.

Wild type and mutants His-VCP purification with E. coli

PET28a-VCP wild type and mutants (K251A, T252A, E305Q, R359A, K524A, T525V, L526A, A530T, E578Q,

N750D, R753D, Y755F, Y755A, 1-775aa (DCTER), 1-761aa (DCTE)) were introduced to E. coli BL21(DE3)

and protein expression was induced by the addition of 0.4 mM isopropyl b-D-thiogalactopyranoside

(IPTG) at 20�C. After 18 hours, cells were harvested for affinity purification with the Ni2+-charged NTA resin

(QIAGEN). Briefly, cells were lysed by sonication in buffer E (20 mM Tris-HCl pH7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM

imidazole (IMD) and the Complete protease inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche Applied Science)). The clarified

lysate was used for resin binding and bound protein was eluted with buffer F (20 mM Hepes pH7.4, 50 mM

NaCl, 300 mM IMD) after multiple rounds of washing with 20 and 40 mM IMD. The eluted protein was

concentrated and buffer-exchanged to final buffer C or D for SDS-PAGE, BN-PAGE, negative staining

and cryo-EM analyses. Gel bands brightness quantification was performed in ImageJ.

ADP assay and apyrase treatment of bacterial recombinant His-VCP proteins

An ADP assay kit (Sigma Aldrich) was used to determine the amount of ADP in His-VCP samples and

thereby monitor the elimination by apyrase treatment. The measurements were carried out according to

the manufacturer’s manual. Briefly, His-VCP samples at a concentration of about 1 mg/ml were incubated

with the ADP enzyme that converts ADP to ATP, which reacted with D-luciferin in the presence of luciferase

to produce illuminance. The illuminance was recorded using a Neo2 multi-mode microplate reader. At

least two repeats were performed for each measurement. To remove prebound ADP, bacterial recombi-

nant His-VCP of �1-2 mg/ml was treated with apyrase (� 0.5U/mg, NEB) at room temperature for hours

or shorter incubation time could be used by increasing the working apyrase concentration. Elimination

of prebound ADP was confirmed by the ADP assay. After the treatment, apyrase could be removed by

repeating the affinity purification with the Ni2+-charged NTA resin (QIAGEN).

Cryo-EM sample preparations and data collection

Purified Flag-VCP dodecamers from the H1299 cells at a concentration of about 0.5 mg/ml in buffer C was

applied to a 300-mesh lacy TEM grid (Ted Pella) coated with graphene oxide (Sigma Aldrich), and plunge-

frozen using a Cp3 cryo plunger (Gatan). A dataset of�600 movies was collected using FEI Titan Krios TEM

operating at 300 KV and recorded with the Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detector at super-resolution

mode with 225,003 nominal magnification (0.65 Å/super-pixel). A frame rate of 5 frames per second was
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used. A dose rate of 8 eps and a total exposure of 10 seconds resulted in a total dose of 46 e/Å2. To obtain

apo bacterial recombinant His-VCP, sample was treated with apyrase till almost complete elimination of

prebound ADP as determined by the ADP assay, re-purified with the Ni2+-charged NTA resin to remove

residual apyrase and concentrated to �0.5 mg/ml in buffer D for cryo- freezing as described for Flag-

VCP. A dataset of �800 movies was collected using FEI Titan Krios TEM operating at 300 KV equipped

with a GIF-Quantum energy filter with a slit width of 20 eV. Movies were recorded with the Gatan K2 Summit

direct electron detector at super-resolution mode with 105,0003 nominal magnification (0.69 Å/super-

pixel). A frame rate of 5 frames per second was used. A dose rate of 7.6 eps and a total exposure of 8 sec-

onds resulted in a total dose of �40 e/Å2.

Image processing

Alignment of frames was performed using MotionCor2 (Zheng et al., 2017). The summed micrographs without

dose-weighting (binning 2) were used to determine the contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters with Gctf

(K.Zhang, 2016), while the dose-weighted averageswere used for particle picking and the rest of image process-

ing.Particleswerefirstpicked froma fractionofmicrographsusingGautomatch (http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

kzhang/) without a template, followed with a second step of template-based particle picking. The finally picked

particleswere importedtocyroSPARCv2 (Punjani etal., 2017) for all rest stepsof imageprocessing. ForFlag-VCP,

about 40,000 particles remained after cleaning via 2D classification. Initial models were generated using the ab

initio 3D classification in cryoSPARC, and further hetero-refinement revealed a best class of 27,500 dodecamer

particles and two other classes of dodecamer or hexamer particles with reduced quality (8,800 and 3,800 parti-

cles, respectively). Following 3D homo-refinements of the best class determined a dodecamer structure with a

resolutionof 3.9 Å. For the apoHis-VCP, about 71,600particles remainedafter 2Dclassification cleaning. Initially,

ab initio 3D classification in cryoSPARC revealed two 3D classes including a hexamer and a dodecamer. Further

hetero-refinement grouped about 38, 300 particles to the hexamer class (class 1), and about 33,300 particles to a

dodecamer class (class 2). A second step ab initio 3D classification and hetero-refinement of class 1 resulting in a

goodhexamer classwithabout 22,100particles thatwere refined toabout 4.2 Å after 3Dhomo-refinement, anda

badhexamer class thatwaspoorly resolvedpossibly due toextensive conformational heterogeneityordamaged

particles. 3D homo-refinement of the dodecamer class with 33,300 particles converged at about 3.7 Å.

Modeling and refinement

For Flag-VCP, the 3.9 A map of VCP dodecamer was sharpened using phenix.autosharpen and used for

modeling. The ATPgS-bound VCP structure (PDB 5FTN) was fitted in the density map as a rigid body using

the ‘fit in map’ function in Chimera, and density for a single subunit was segmented using the ‘‘color zone’’

routine in Chimera. Manual adjustment and real-space refinement of the atomic model against the subunit

density was performed in COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) to build the initial template. Further refinement was

performed in PHENIX using phenix.real_space_refine (Afonine et al., 2018). Due to the poor density quality

of the N-terminal domain, residues 22 to 206 were refined as a rigid body. The phenix.map_symmetry and

phenix.apply_ncs were used for generating the dodecamer model using the refined single subunit model

and the whole density map as inputs, followed by further refinement with phenix.real_space_refine. The

quality of the final models was analyzed with MolProbity in Phenix and the refinement statistics were given

in Table 1. For His-VCP dodecamer, the 3.7 A map was used for modeling using the same strategy as the

Flag-VCP. To build the atomic model of His-VCP hexamer, the refined single subunit model of His-VCP do-

decamer map, was fitted into the 4.2 A hexamer map, refined using phenix.real_space_refine. The hexamer

model was generated with phenix.map_symmetry and phenix.apply_ncs. The quality of the final models

was analyzed with MolProbity in Phenix and the refinement statistics were given in Table 1. Chimera soft-

ware (Pettersen et al., 2004) was used for preparing figures of cryo-EM maps and models.

Negative staining electron microscopy

3 ml of purified VCP samples at a concentration of 0.1mg/ml was applied to the homemade Formvar-carbon

TEM grid (glow discharged) and incubated for 20 seconds. 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate was then used to stain

samples on grid for a total time of 1 min. Images were collected using a Tecnai G2 20 transmission electron

microscope operated at 200 KV with LaB6 filament.

Gel filtration

The superpose 6 10/300 or increase columns (GE Healthcare) were used for analyzing or purifying VCP sam-

ples. Gel filtration was performed in buffer D (20 mM Hepes pH7.4, 150 mMNaCl and 1 mM TCEP). Elution
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was monitor by absorbance at 280 nm for affinity purified VCP samples, and mCherry fluorescence (Neo2

multi-modemicroplate reader) was used to track and determine the elution position of mCherry-VCP in the

U2OS/mCherry-VCP stable cell lysates after gel filtration.

Immunoblotting of VCP

For Western blot, purified samples or cell lysates separated by BN-PAGE were transferred to a polyvinyli-

dene difluoride membrane (PVDF, Sigma Aldrich). Anti-VCP/p97 antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was

used for primary immunoblotting followed by incubation with the horseradish peroxidase-conjugated

secondary antibody (Cell Signaling Technology). The blots were developed by the enhanced chemilumi-

nescence technique (ECL kit, GE Healthcare) and images were collected with an Azure C500 (Azure Bio-

systems, USA).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

This manuscript does not include quantification or statistical analysis.
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